
‘07-’10 JEEP WRANGLER / 
RUBICON / UNLIMITED (JK)
SPORT CAGE
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
KIT # 82300

WARNING
Read and understand all instructions, warnings, cau-
tions, and notes in this sheet and in the vehicle
owner’s manual before you install this kit.

WARNING
Use extreme caution when working near glass. Sharp
objects in contact with glass could cause an explosion
of glass resulting in serious personal injury and prop-
erty damage.

WARNING
The purpose of the Sport Cage is to enhance the
appearance of the vehicle only. The Sport Cage is NOT
intended to protect the occupants of the vehicle in the
event of a vehicle rollover.
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Before starting installation

1. Carefully read all warnings and instructions com-
pletely before beginning.

2. Verify all parts have been received in this kit by
checking the parts list at the end of this document.

3. Only install this kit on the vehicle for which it is
specified. If anytime during the installation you
encounter something different from what is outlined
in the instructions, call technical support at (928)
636-7080.

4. Park the vehicle on a clean, dry, flat, level surface
and block the tires so the vehicle cannot roll in either
direction.

Prepare to install kit

1. Remove doors

a. Remove torx nuts at bottom of door hinge
barrels.

b. Unplug door wire harness and unloop support
strap from body hook.

c. With door open, lift free and remove doors.

d. Remove top hinge mount from frame by
removing three 13mm bolts.

2. Soft top

a. Unlatch and fold back the soft top. 

b. Remove plastic door jam sealer by removing two
screws from each door. Refer to owner's
manual.

3. Hard top

a. Unlatch the hard top and remove large hold
down bolts on main cross bar.

 NOTE
Kit parts are prefaced by the word kit and appear in
bold print.

 NOTE
An optional Floor Mount Kit (82301) sold separately.
An optional 4DR rear streamer bar kit (82320) sold
sepratly.

 NOTE
DO NOT tighten any bolts until directed to do so.

Bolt

Hard
Top
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b. Remove six torx bolts from hard top and body
and two torx bolts from above the door.

c. Disconnect washer fluid tube/wire harness on
driver side of vehicle. Cap off end of washer fluid
tube with attached plug.

d. Remove or carefully slide back hard top from
body so you have enough access to remove top
support plate. (Note: Be sure to support hard top
so no damage occurs to the top.)

e. Refer to owner's manual for any questions.

4. Support Bar

a. Remove four screws and two window visors
from windshield frame.

b. Remove plastic cover from windshield support
by loosening one screw then pull gently to
remove.

c. Remove cover and padding from windshield
support bar.

d. Pull back cover from padding in area where the
windshield supports are attached and remove
padding from crossbar.

5. Take measurements.

a. Due to variations in factory roll bar positions,
measure the distance from the front of the hard
top latch loop on the windshield to the roll cage
bar on both sides and record these numbers.

6. Windshield supports

Hard
Top

Bolt

VisorScrews

Cover

Screw

 Support Bar

Padding

Cover

Measure points

Measure points
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a. Remove top plate at rear of support bar. 

b. Remove support bar by removing three 13mm
bolts at windshield support and two at rear. 

c. Remove windshield wipers by removing the
cover and nut underneath, then pull up to
remove arm. It helps to have the wiper folded up
to release tension from the shaft. (Note: A puller
may be needed to remove wiper arm properly.)  

d. Remove both windshield support plates by
removing six black T40 torx bolts from each
support plate. 

e. Fold Down the windshield.

f. Remove both dash side panels by pulling    gen-
tly.

Plate

Bolts

Cover

Nut

Windshield Support 
Plate

Dash Side 
Panel
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7. Final Preparation for Installation

a. Using a cutting tool (cut off wheel), remove dash
fins from the sections shown from behind the
dash side panels by cutting slits 1/4” apart. Next
using a hammer and chisel to knock off the
stripes that have been cut. (Note: See step b. for
passenger side.)

b. Its recommended to remove passenger speaker
wire from speaker on the dash. Next, move
wiring harness away from the inside of dash
panel before cutting passenger side cutouts.
(Note: Be careful not to cut any wires behind
dash panel when cutting off the “bump” shown in
the passenger lowest  side cutout.) 

Driver side cutouts

Passenger side cutout

Lowest
Passenger 
Cutout 
Completed

Careful NOT 
to cut wirehar-
ness behind 
dash panel.
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c. Use the kit template to mark the location of the
holes to be drilled, making sure the forward edge
is flush with the panel and the “bump out” lines
up with the cutout. (Note: If you are not install-
ing accessory kit #82301 floor mount, do not
drill the bottom hole.)

d. After marking all the necessary holes use a
punch to center your drill bit. Use a 7/16” Drill bit,
and carefully drill all your holes into door seam.
(Note: Careful not to damage any components
inside of dash when drilling) 

e. Trim the dash lip(edge) flush to the tab
underneath the dash lip three inches back from
the edge of the dash. This will allow the sport
cage panel to sit flush with the dash (Note:
Always trim as little as possible for cleanest
look)

f. Repeat steps for opposite side.

Install kit

Dash with cutouts 
completed

Drill ONLY if you 
have Kit #82301 
Floor Mount

Drivers side 
hole templete

“Bump out” lines 
form to door seam 
template

 NOTE
If installing accessory kit 82301 floor mount, use the
floor mount instructions and install at this time

Drill using a 7/16” 
drill bit

Drill marked 
holes

Flush with 
this tab

Trim from 
here to here, 
3 inches
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1. Slide the kit streamer bars onto the kit crossbar so
that the end holes face away from the kit streamer
bars. 

2. Kit door bars

a. Insert kit dash bar & kit crossbar (with kit
streamer bars) into one kit door bar.  Do not
use any hardware at this time.

b. With an assistants help, slide both kit door bars
simultaniously down the sides of the dash so
that the welded 1/2” spacer slides down the door
seam channels. (Note: Due to sung fit, it may be
necessary to trim a small section from each side
of the fire wall plate for extra movement of the kit
door bars while installing them.) 

c. Before they’re all the way down into position,
slide the other end of the kit dash bar first and
kit crossbar second onto the other kit door bar. 

Streamer bars on 
Crossbar

Crossbar with 
holes facing out

Crossbar with 
holes facing out

 NOTE
Make sure the kit streamer bar assembly is clear of
the factory plastic roof console before sliding cage into
place. Be sure flat plate & spacers are sitting on top of
the factory crossbar.

Door bars installed 
with dash bar first 

Door bars installed with 
dash bar and crossbar 
and streamers
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d. Slide cage assembly the rest of the way down
and install the four kit button head bolts into the
top two holes of each kit door bar. DO NOT
tighten. (Note: Recommend using some lubrica-
tion on button head bolts.) 

e. If not installing floor mount kit: use four more
kit button head bolts, two on each side with a
kit 3/8” flange nut on the back. DO NOT tighten.

f. If installing floor mount kit: use four more kit
button head bolts, two on each side and thread
into the top two tapped holes of the floor mount.
DO NOT tighten.

g. Ensure kit dash bar and kit crossbar are
centered and slid into each other enough. (Note:
A rubber dead blow hammer may be necessary
for proper alignment.)

h. Measure from center of hole on kit door bar to
kit door bar that lie above the kit crossbar and
adjust until its distance is 49-1/4” 

i. Install two kit 7/16” X 1” bolts into the kit cross-
bar. TIGHTEN these bolts now. Double check
measurement of 49-1/4” and loosen and adjust
as necessary.

j. Install two kit 7/16” X 1” bolts into the kit dash
bar ends. DO NOT tighten.

3. Install support plates.

a. Install kit upper support plate using four factory
bolts, one of which is from the factory bar at the
windshield support, and the other is from the
factory top support plate on the factory roll bar.
DO NOT tighten. 

b. Repeat on opposite side.  

Kit door bar

Kit button head bolts

Install these 
2 bolts

Measure across 
hole to hole

Kit 7/16” X 1” boltsCrossbar
Dash Bar

Kit Upper 
support plate

Factory bolts

Windshield bolt
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c. Reinstall factory upper plate using three factory
bolts and one kit 7/16” X 1-1/2” bolt and one kit
7/16” Hardened washer through the upper
plate, the kit door bar, and through the kit main
plate. DO NOT tighten.

d. Install second kit 7/16” X 1-1/2” bolt and kit 7/16
hardened washer through the kit doorbar and
kit upper support plate.  Use a kit 7/16” Flange
nut on the two previous bolts.  DO NOT tighten.

e. Repeat to opposite side. 

f. Install kit windshield brackets onto the
windshield using the two factory bolts. DO NOT
tighten.

g. Fold the windshield back to factory position.

h. Install four kit 3/8” X 1” bolts with four kit 3/8”
hardened washers and four kit 3/8” flange
nuts up through the welded mount on the kit
door bar through the windshield support
bracket.  Snug bolts ONLY for alignment. 

i. Once kit windshield brackets are aligned
remove 3/8” X 1” bolts, four kit 3/8” hardened
washers and four kit 3/8” flange nuts from the
welded mount on the kit doorbars.

4. Windshield plastics and visor install.

a. Using a pair of pliers, remove the OEM visor
clips from the factory windsheild support bars
and push into the kit windshield bracket.

b. Cut the alignment peg from the windshield
corner trim piece, drill a 1/4” hole in it’s location.
Remove the push clip from the forward part and
install the push clip in the 1/4” hole.  

c. Reinstall windshield plastic corner trim piece
back into windshield using push clip and OEM
screw clip.

7/16” X 1-1/2” 
bolts and flange 

Kit upper support 
plate

Align & tighten 
OEM bolts on 
kit windsheild 
bracket only  

Install 
Screw 
clips

Cut and drill to 1/4”

Remove push clip

Reinstall push 
clip here
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d. Mark & cut (remove) section of windshield
plastic corner trim piece so it will fit around the
kit cage. (Note: Remove as little as possible, but
just enough to clear kit door bars.)

e. Install the visor with the OEM screws and
spacer.

f. Reinstall four kit 3/8” X 1” bolts with four kit 3/8”
hardened washers and four kit 3/8” flange
nuts up through the welded mount on the kit
doorbar through the windshield support bracket.
DO NOT tighten.

5. Align the cage.

a. Using the measurements you recorded earlier,
measure and set the windshield’s distance from
the roll bar. Center the cage to the windshield left
to right using the hard top latch loops as a refer-
ence to measure off of. TIGHTEN all twelve of
the bolts in the windshield support brackets.
Double check to make sure all windshield

measurements are still correct and cage is
centered. Double check the measurement after
they are tightened to ensure the windshield is in
the correct position.

6. Tighten cage bolts.

Cut out

VisorScrews

Install 3/8” 
bolts into 

door bar              
tab

 ...to here

Kit Door Bar

Measure from 
here...

Measure 
from here 
to here, 
top center 
of bar

Windshield 
Support 
Bracket
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a. Make minor adjustments as desired to fit the
cage edge to the dash edge and tighten the all
kit bolts at the door seam first. 

b. Tighten ALL other bolts used to install the cage
at this time. Be sure all your kit dash bar and kit
crossbar bolts are tightend. Check and make
sure that all your kit door bar bolts are all
tightend.

c. Once aligned tighten all four kit 3/8” X 1” bolts
with four kit 3/8” hardened washers and four kit
3/8” flange nuts up through the welded mount
on the kit door bar through the kit windshield
support bracket.

d. Install windshield wipers with OEM bolts.

7. Streamer bar.

a. If not installing the 4DR rear streamer bar kit
82320: slide the two large 1/4” kit steamer
spacers under the kit streamer bar assembly.

b. Measure & center the kit streamer bar
assembly along the kit crossbar as well as the
factory crossbar.

c. Using the holes in the kit streamer bar
assembly as a template, drill four 17/64” holes
in the  (six if installing the 4DR rear streamer bar
kit, which includes the two at it’s rear crossbar.)
locations shown. 

d. Carefully install the kit self tapping bolts into
the holes previously drilled and TIGHTEN.

e. If installing 4DR rear streamer bar kit: zip
closed the padding cover at the rear.

Finish installation
1. Factory support bar padding can be reused on the

cage with some modifications.

 NOTE
If installing accesory kit 82301 floor mount, continue
and finish the floor mount instructions at this time.

Kit Door Bar 
Assembly

Kit button 
head bolts

Door Seam

Tighten all 
windshield 
bracket tab 
bolts

Cover

Nut

 NOTE
If installing accesory kit 82320 4DR rear streamer bar
kit, refer to it’s instructions at this time.

Install kit self  
tapping 
bolts

Install kit 1/4” 
spacers & kit 
self  tapping 
bolts

Streamer Bar 
Assembly

Copyright 09/09
Performance Automotive Group

www.p-a-g.net
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a. To modify the door bar pading, remove the
forward plastic clip, cut off the forward section as
shown, and cut the push clips off the inside
padding. Roll the padding cover underneath
near the front to clear the cross bar. (Note: Use
double sided tape to hold OEM padding in place
if desired.) (Note: Drivers Side Shown) 

b. Repeat to opposite side. (Note: The rear corner
padding piece will fit as before.)

2. Install vehicle top, doors & accessories

a. Install your hard or soft top.   

b. **2010 Model Only** Clearance the “T-Top” will
help each top to sit down flush against the
windshield seals. (Note: Be sure that your kit
crossbar has enough clearance and is not
touching the “T-Top”.) 

c. Install you door hinges followed by the doors.

d. Install any accessories items that may have
been removed during installation.

Accessories
The following accessories are also available:

Kit # 82301: Floor Mount Kit

Kit #82320: 4DR Rear Streamer Bar Assembly

Parts list
Qty. Description

4 Bolt, Hex 5/16” x 1” Self Tapping
8 Bolt, Hex 3/8” x 1 1/2” Stainless
4 Bolt, 3/8” x 1” Grd. 8
4 Bolt, 7/16” x 1” Grd. 8
4 Bolt, 7/16” x 2 1/2” Grd. 8
4 Washer, 3/8” Hardend
8 Washer, 7/16” Hardend
2 Bracket, Windshield support
2 Bracket, Main Bar support
1 Crossbar
1 Dash Bar
1 Door bar, Driver side
1 Door bar, Passenger side
1 Streamer Bar Assembly

Roll back

Cut off push clips

Cut off 
shaded 
area

Remove plastic clip

Marking Top For 
“Clearance Notch” 
To Help Clear the
 kit Crossbar

Notching Top For 
“Clearance Notch” 
To Help Clear the
 kit Crossbar

Notched Top For 
“Clearance Notch” 
To Help Clear the
 kit Crossbar

2010 Model Only


